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These guidelines give an idea of the basic concepts that potential applicants
need to be familiar with, before the course starts in October 2020. Some of this
material will be seen in detail during the course.

Rather than printing, we advice to use them to compile your own personal notes
on a hand written dedicated notebook. This process helps fixing ideas much
better.

The most relevant concepts of mathematics and physics are also illustrated in
the boxes called TOOLS OF THE ASTRONOMER’S TRADE throughout your
Universe text book.
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Powers are represented by 

exponents. For example 2, 3, 4 

and (3-2) are all exponents.















Rearranging Equations

Very often we want to rearrange an equation to get an expression for one or other of the

quantities involved. We can change an equation in a variety of ways, so long as we do

(see chapter 4 of your book)





Logarithms

Definition: Logarithm of a number is the exponent or power to which another number called base has to be 

raised in order to get that number. The most common base number is 10, but there are others.

For example: the logarithm of 100 is 2 because 10 needs to be raised to the power 2 in order to get 100

log 1 = 0

log 10 = 1

log 100 = 2

log 1000 = 3  etc

Logarithms are used in measuring stellar magnitudes. See chapter 19 of your book.



Exponential form is used to express

extremely large or extremely small numbers

For example:

480 000 000 = 4.8x108 = 4.8E+8

0.000 002 4 = 2.4x10-6 = 2.4E-6

(the ‘E’ form is the same thing but easier to type. It is equivalent to the EXP

key in calculators, which also have the +/- key useful to input negative exponents)

Multiply one by the other:

480 000 000 x 0.000 002 4

Same as: 4.8 x 2.4 x 108-6 = 11.52 x 102 = 1152

Same as: 4.8 x 2.4E+8-6 = 11.52E+2 = 1152

Now, division challenge! 480 000 000 / 0.000 002 4

Same as: 4.8E+8 / 2.4E-6 = 2.0E8+6 = 2.0E+14

Same as: 200 000 000 000 000

Note E-6 in denominator climbs to numerator as E+6 



TRIGONOMETRY

This is one of the most important parts of mathematics in our course, related to 

angular separations between objects in the sky and also their apparent sizes.

Trigonometry is based in the right angle triangle and the relative lengths of its 

sides related to the angles (in this case theta θ).  a is called adjacent side, b 

is called opossite side and c is called hypotenuse.

c
b

a

θ

There are three fundamental 

trigonometric functions:

sin θ = b/c  (called sine of theta)

cos θ = a/c (called cosine of theta)

tan θ = b/a (called tangent of theta)

These functions are available in any 

scientific calculator (i.e. smart phone 

these days).

Pythagoras theorem:

a2 + b 2 = c 2



ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS

One of the main discoveries of ancient incipient scientists was that dividing the length of a 

circumference by its diametre, gave a number with infinite decimal places. That number is called 

Pi (π) and is equivalent to 3.141592653589 etc. For that reason Pi is called an irrational number.

Dividing the length of a circumference by the length of its radius, should give the value of the 

full-circle angle in radians. As the radius is half of the diametre, the number of radians in a circle 

is 2 π or 6.28…rad.  Conclusion: 360° = 2 π rad a very useful conversion factor to remember.

360 / 2 π = 360/6.28… = 57.296 ° which is the value of one radian in degrees



Diametre (d)

The length L is π times d

or π times 2 r

Length of the whole

circumference (L)

Definition of  π
π = L / d = 3.14159…

Radius (r)



ANGULAR UNITS

Astronomy deals with distant objects that we can not measure directly from Earth. The only size 

that can be measure is the angle that they appear to subtend in the sky.

The most common unit to measure angles is the DEGREE (symbol °).

One degree results from dividing a full circle in 360 equal parts. 360 is an arbitrary number but 

very convenient as it can be divided by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, etc resulting in integer numbers.

One degree can be divided into 60 parts (again a convenient number) called arcminutes (arcmin), 

which in turn can be divided into 60 parts called arcseconds (arcsec). Therefore one degree has 

60 arcmin or 3600 arcsec. For example, the constellation of Orion has an extent of 20° in the sky, 

while the Moon has only 0.5° or 30 arcmin.

There is another unit to measure angles which is far more practical for many astronomical 

applications, including telescopes and instruments. It is called RADIAN (rad).

One radian is the angle between two radii of a circle, where the arc segment between the two 

radii has the same length of the radius. In other words, we are dealing with a kind of equilateral 

triangle where one of the sides is an arc of a circle. Therefore, the radian is just short of 60°.

The value of an angle in radians is the ratio between the length of the arc within that angle to the 

length of the radius of the arc.



r

There are 2π radians in

a complete circumference

360° = 2π rad

One rad = 360° / 2π = 57.29578°

rad

r

r

Definition of a radian



VERY SMALL ANGLES

Astronomy deals in general with very small, or narrow angles mainly because the objects to be 

measured are so far away. The Sun and the Moon as seen from Earth, appear so have the same 

angular diametre (by coincidence) of about 0.5°. Planets and distant stars show diametres far 

narrower than this, so the most common unit is the arcsecond, or 1/3600th of a degree. For 

example, the planet Jupiter has an angular diametre of about 40arcsec and the star Betelgeuse, 

which has the largest apparent diametre of all stars as seen from the Earth is only 0.05arcsec 

wide. As a useful reference, remember that a one pound coin will appear to have a diametre of 

one arcsec seen at a distance of nearly 5km! So one arcsec is a very small angle indeed.



One rad = 360° / 2π = 57.29578°

Or 57.29578 x 60 x 60 = 206265 arcsec

One radian has 206265 arcsec

1

206265 

One arcsec is 1 / 206265 rad

Hence,  tan (1 arcsec) = 1 / 206265



For example, a one 

pound coin would appear

one arcsec wide when 

seen almost 5km away
22.5 mm x 206265 = 4.64 E+6 mm = 4.64 km 

2
2
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One arcsec



IMPORTANT FORMULAE

Length L of a circumference of diametre d (or radius r)            L = π d = 2 π r

Surface area A of a circle of radius r                                           A = π r 2

Surface area S of a sphere of radius r                                          S = 4 π r 2

Volume  V of a sphere of radius r                                                V = 4/3  π r 3


